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Abstract work, applies a nonlinear transformation from the 
input space to the hidden space. The output layer 

Partial face images, e.g.1 eyes, nose, and ear supplies the response of the network to the activa- 
images are significant for face recognition. In this tion pattern. 
paper, we present a method for partial face extrac- 
tion and recognition based on Radial Basis Function 
(RBF) networks. Focus has been centered on using 
ear images because they are not influenced by facial 
expression, and the influences of aging are negligible. 
Original human side face image with 320 x 240 pixels 
is input, and then the RBF network locates the ear 
and extracts it with a 200 x 120 pixels image. Next, 
another RBF network is constructed for the pur- 
pose of recognition. An algorithm that determines 
the radius of an RBF function is introduced. Dy- 
namic radius, so called as compared to static one, is 
found through the algorithm that makes RBF func- 
tions adaptable to the training samples. We build 
a database that contains 100 people's 6 side face 
images to test the method and the results of both 
extraction and recognition are satisfied. 

1 RBF networks with 
Dynamic Radius 

Radial basis function networks can be regarded 
as a multivariate interpolation problem [I]. There- 
fore, learning is equivalent to  finding a surface in a 
multi-dimensional space that provides a best fit to 
the training sample, and generalization is equivalent 
to the use of this multi-demensional surface to in- 
terpolate the test data. In 1990, Poggio and Girosi 
applied the regularization theory[2] to this class of 
networks as a method for improved generalizatiori to 
new data[3]. 

As depicted in Figure 1, the construction of a 
RBF network involves three layers with entirely dif- 
ferent roles. The input layer is consisted of source 
nodes that connect the network to its environment. 
The second layer, the only hidden layer in the net- 
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Figure 1. Radial Basis Function Networks 

When a RBF network is used to  approximate 
function f : R n  + RP, several parameters should 
be appropriately adjusted in the formula 

where x = [ X I ,  . . . , znIT is an input vector, arid 

is a RBF function, cornrnonly a Gaussian, that cen- 
tered a t  c j  = [clj, . . . , cnjlT and has the radius rj = 
[rlj1 . . . , rnjlT. We define 



Figure 3. Training Set for Extraction 
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as Dynamic Radius, where k and j = 1 , .  . . , m , Po Pl(x1) . . .  P,(xl) 
1 = 1,. . . , n. The meaning of Dynamic Radius is Po (PI(XZ) . . .  Pm(x2) 
tha.t the radius of each RBF function is determined H =  , 

not only by its own positiori but also by the positioris 
of other RBF functions. 

Lct d denote the classification matrix, sometimes m.m called the teacher signals, where each column repre- 
sents one concept label. Having H and d, the weight 
matrix, w,  can be found by using the well-known 
equation 

= ( H ~ H  + X I ) - ' H ~ .  

Finally, we defiric the network's output as 
r e  2 I ) \  I I < I I I I I (  Itadills 

The properties of dynamic radius were revealed 
in more detail in Figure 2 in which three RBF fiinc- 
tions arc displayed in a two-dirriension space. In each 
image there are two RBF functions on the left side, 
and onc RBF function on the right side. When the 
right-hand RBF Furictiori is moved away fro111 the 
left-hand two, shown in the sccorid and third images, 
the radii of all the three Funct8ioris are changed. The 
alteration of radius also means the alteration of re- 
ception field of RBF function. And Dynamic Radii 
try to segregate all the RBF functions through the 
adjustment of their reception fields. 

To build a RBF network, a RBF function will 
be centered a t  every sample of the training set, and 
assigned its radius calculated by Equation (1). Also, 
we need to determine the output layer weights, ujij. 

Suppose the transformed training samples have been 
arranged in a matrix, H ,  called design matrix, so 
that each row represents one training sample and the 
j-th colunin contains the value of pj for the sample. 
One more column is added standing for 90, whose 
value is always 1. 

where f,,, is tho rriaximum element of vec- 
tor F = [ f l , . . .  , fPlT. The output y, defined in 
Equation (2),  can bc regarded as an angular mea- 
surement in the output pdimension space. The 
threshold set for y is usually 0.6. 

2 Extraction 

Image data were obtained under uniform light- 
ing conditions. The distance between a subject and 
the video camera was fixed. Six images per sub- 
ject were acquired. In order to get natural varia- 
tions, the subject (ear image) was separated from 
camera after each acquisition. In the case of extrac- 
tion, the training set of the RBF network is required 
to be sensible to different kinds of side face images 
that are available in our database. We selected the 
training samples that have 200 x 120 pixels through 
experiments. Figure 3 shows the training set in 
which ears with different sizes were included. To 



speed up our programs, a mosaic process is applied 
to reduce the image size from 200 x 120 pixels to 
20 x 12 pixels. So the training set can be expressed 
as X = [x1, . . , xj, . . . , xI2lT where each xj pos- 
sesses 240 elements, also means the input space has 
240 dimensions. Constructed through the method 
depicted in section 1, the RBF network contains 12 
RBF functions, each of them has 240 source nodes. 

Side Face Image Mapping Surf ace 

And the centers of these RBF functions are ci = xi, 
and their radii U 

T R =  [ r l , . . . , r j , . . . , r 12 ]  , 
e= 

where j = 1 ,2 , .  . a ,  12 and each rj is determined by 
Equation (1). 

Corresponding to the training set shown in Figure 
3, the classification matrix d, shown below, assigns Extracted Image Convoluted with 

the ears that have almost the same size with the Laplacian Mask 

same concept label, and also it define the output 
space's 6 dimensions. Figure 4. Process of Extraction 
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For the extracted images, there are unavoidable 
location differences between the ears that belong to 
same person. Fortunately, benefited from the dy- 

d = namic radius algorithm, these differences were kept 
within a small range to ensure the success of future 
recognition. 

The extraction is a reiterative processing, like the 
SSDA method[4]. In one reiteration, a part of the 
human side face image, with 200 x 120 pixels, is 
collected as an input data. The RBF network return 
an output y defined in Equation (2). Arranging all 
the outputs according to the position of their input 
samples in the side face image, we get a surface, 
called mapping surface. Or we may say that the 
RBF network maps a side face image to a surface 
in which the most steep peak implies the location of 
the ear in the side face image. 

It is notable that sometimes the point of the steep 
peak doesn't hold the maximum value; it is hidden 
in the mapping surface, and cannot be able to find 
out using a simple method. To handle this problem, 
we use an edge detecting technique in the field of 
image processing. Convoluting the mapping surface 
with Laplacian Mask, the mapping surface becomes 
plainer and the steep peak always rises. 

Laplacian Mask 

Figure 4 illustrates the procedure that process- 
ing a side face image to  a mapping surface through 
which we can extract the ear image that has 200 x 
120 pixels. 

3 Recognition 

The extraction algorithm automatically generated 
a new database which contains 600 ear images, from 
100 people. The data. size of each partial face images 
was reduced through the mosaic process. The recog- 
nition begins with the construction of the training 
set for its RBF network. Those people whose ear 
images were included in the training set were called 
registered people. Usually, for each registered per- 
son, three of his/her ear images were used to train 
the network, and all the others were used for test. 
The network's output value is defined in Equation 

(2). 
Several experiments were conducted to  test our 

method. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the output 
pictures of experiments in which 50 and 70 people 
were registered respectively. From these figures, we 
can find that all the output values of registered peo- 
ple are larger than the threshold, and the values of 
unregistered people are smaller than the threshold. 
In both results, between output values of the two dif- 
ferent groups, enough ranges have been obtained to 
recognize whether each person is registered or not. 
Then we get a 100% recognition rate for both reg- 
istered and unregistered people[5]. To check the ef- 
ficiency of dynamic radius, we use the static radius 
to do the same experiments: extraction and recog- 
nition. Figure 7 shows the output picture in which 



there are several unsuccessful points. The reason 
is that the database, generated by extraction stage 
using static radius, contains some failure extracted 
ear-images. 

4 Conclusion 

We successfully extracted and recognized the par- 
tial face images by using RBF network with dynamic 
radius algorithm proposed in this paper. The recog- 
nition rates for both registered and unregistered peo- 
ple are 100%. 

Registered 50 people, dynamic radius 

Figure 5. Experiment 1 

Registered 70 people, static radius 

Figure 7. Experiment 3 
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Registered 70 people, dynamic radius 

Figure 6. Experiment 2 




